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There Is One - Only One.

Tempo di Valse, moderato.

Composed by
MONROE H. ROSENFIELD.

Chorus.

"There is one—only one—you can trust her with your life,—There is
one—only one—not your sweet-heart or your wife;—Sun or
rain, joy or pain,—She will always cling to you,—Rise or
fall, best of all,—Your mother is always true!"
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To Miss Daisy I. Oehler.

The Kentucky Beauty.
Teachers Rag.

By ALBERT GUMBLE
and
MONROE H. ROSENFELD.
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By the writers: "In the valley where the bluebirds sing."

Clean Hands and Tainted Gold.

Written by MONROE H. ROSENFELD.  
Composed by ALFRED SOLMAN.

Chorus.  
Valse tempo moderato.

"My hands are not as clean as yours And neither is my face, But one who earns his living

mam Re - guards that no dis - grace! For clean hands oft hold tainted gold You know the kind I
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The Positive March Hit of 1904.

POLLY PRIM

Characteristic March & Two-Step

Polly Prim.
Characteristic March and Two-Step.

Polly Prim is Pretty
Polly Prim is Cute
Polly Prim is Catchy
Polly Prim's a Beaut
Polly Prim has Vigor
Polly Prim has Swing
Polly Prim has Melody
She's the real thing.
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